Exercise Builder Nuclear™ is an online platform and app used by emergency preparedness managers in the nuclear power industry to manage the many drills and exercises required by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to prepare plants to meet any type of threat.

Emergency preparedness managers in the nuclear power industry are challenged with increasing scrutiny and regulations requiring more comprehensive drills and exercises. Exercise Builder Nuclear™ helps meet these challenges with powerful drill and exercise management tools and the convenience of an online platform and app that can store all current and historical exercise and drill data in one place.

You Can...

- Improve consistency and standardization of approach
- Build drills and exercises quickly from a repository of data
- Web-based or app access allows collaboration with peers and distribution of duties
- Access drill and exercise data from a computer or mobile device
- Generate documents, such as controller guidelines and drill reports in seconds
- Record evaluations of objectives to track performance improvement
- Track data over time, such as EAL usage or individual employee participation

**Key Features:**

Exercise Builder Nuclear™ offers a number of key advantages to build and manage drills and exercises efficiently:

- Manage all drills and exercises in one location
- Generate drill packages, drill reports and other documents
- Track your progress in the Eight-Year Cycle
- Track Performance Indicator metrics
- Support your narrative and message with images and photos
- Build an extensive library of reusable data
- Enable planning team collaboration and trade ideas with other utilities

**ORIAU Security and Information Technology**

ORIAU continuously improves its compliance to national standards in physical and cybersecurity. We provide adequate data back-up and recovery, appropriate equipment redundancy and appropriate monitoring and contingency plans to meet the security expectations of our clients. ORAU holds and maintains an Authority to Operate under the U.S. Department of Energy standards.

For more information about Exercise Builder Nuclear or to schedule a free demo, please contact Don Hanlon at 865.466.5575 or don.hanlon@orau.org.
Who We Are
Scientific and technical contractor
75 years of experience
150+ member university consortium
501(c)(3) nonprofit status
Specialized expertise:
- Workforce Development & Technical Staffing
- Scientific Assessment
- Health & Environment
- Preparedness & Response
- Research & University Partnerships

Ways to Work With Us

GSA Contracts
• Professional Services - http://orau.us/gsaschedule
• Human Resources Services - http://orau.us/hrgsaschedule
• One Acquisition Solution for Integrated Services (OASIS) - http://orau.us/oasis

Strategic Partnerships
Project agreements under Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education contract with the U.S. Department of Energy

Agency-Specific Contracts

Contact Us
Don Hanlon
865.466.5575
don.hanlon@orau.org
www.orau.us/ebn
www.orau.org